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W. Bucher, K. Culik II, H. Maurer and D. Wotschke (Theoretical Computer Science 14 (1981), 
pp. 227-246) posed the problem of producing the language L, = { ab: 15 a, b 5 n and a# b} with 
a minimal number of productions. Later, W. Bucher, K. Culik II and H. Maurer showed that 
2n + O(n”*) productions are sufficient. In this note we show that 2n + r2n’“l productions are 
necessary for all n 2 6. 
1. Introduction 
In [3] the problem of determining the least number of context free productions 
needed to generate a given finite language is raised. It is noted that even for very 
simple languages, this question is very difficult. In particular, the authors ask how 
many productions are required to generate: 
L={ab: lsa,bln and afb}. 
A sufficient set of 2n + 0(n1’2) productions for this language are given in [4]. In 
this paper we show that 2n + r2n”2j productions are necessary. 
A review of some of the terminology of forma1 language theory is in order. A full 
exposition of context-free language theory is given by [l]. If A is a set of symbols, 
then the set of finite sequences (called strings) of elements of A is denoted by A*. 
A language over alphabet A is a subset of A*. A 4-tuple r= (V, & P, s) is a context 
free grammar if the following properties hold. 
(i) V is a set of symbols. (We say that V is the total alphabet of T.) 
(ii) ZC V. (Z is the terminal alphabet.) Let N denote V-Z. (N is the non- 
terminal alphabet.) 
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(iii) PC Nx V*. (An element (u, y) of P is a production and is usually written 
U-+U.) 
(iv) s E N. (We say that s is the start symbol of r.) 
(v) An element _o E I’* is a sentential form of r is either o=s, or there is a 
nonempty sentenitial form u1242... us of r and a production x--+w~w~...w~ of P such 
that X= Ui for some i and 
y=u1u2 “’ Uj_ lW1 IV2 “’ WtUi+ 1 *” Us* 
The language produced by r is the set of sentenitial forms in C*. 
In this paper we are concerned with context-free grammars with a minimal 
number of productions which produce L, above. Since all strings in L, have length 
2, we will write them as ordered pairs, so that (a, b) represents the string ab. The 
grammar T2=(V,.Z,P,s) with V= {s, 1,2}, Z= {1,2}, and productions s-+(1,2), 
s-(2, l), produces L2. There are two different ways to produce L3 with six produc- 
tions. One way is to list all the strings of L3 in productions: 
s-+(1,2), s+(l, 3), s-(2,3), 
s-+(2,1), s-+(3, l), s-+(3,2). 
Alternatively, we may add a new non-terminal x and write productions: 
s+(l, x), s-+4 1), s+(2,3), 
s-+(3,2), x+2, x-+3. 
In fact, a grammar r, for L, using 4n - 6 productions can be formed as follows. 
Let r,_ 1 be a grammar which produces L,_ 1 in 4(n - 1) - 6 productions. (For 
n - 1=2 or 3, the grammars above suffice.) For some integer m, 1 urn in - 1, 
replace each occurrence of m in P by a new non-terminal x, and add the following 
four productions: 
s-*(4 m), s+(m, n), x-tm, x+n. 
Since four productions are added, the new grammar r, has 4n - 6 productions, and 
it clearly produces L,. Further, r’ is unambiguous (in the sense that there is exactly 
one parse tree for each string of L,) because r, is unambiguous. (If a string of L, 
includes n, the parse includes an unambiguous choice from the four new produc- 
tions. Thereafter, parsing proceeds as for L,_l, which by induction is 
unambiguous .) 
In Section 2 of this paper we show that the grammars r’ described above are 
optimal for the unambiguous case. 
We now show that grammars for L, with productions other than: 
or 
s+uv, 2.4, v E V’, V’= V- {s}, 
x-24, XE V-Z, UEV’ 
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are not optimal. Empty productions are redundant because every x E I/‘-Z must 
produce strings of constant length, i.e., if one production of x is empty, then all of 
its derivations (production chains) must be empty. The existence of s+ w1 implies 
the chain: 
s-+w,-‘w2 **- -+w,+uu, W;fW,, i = 2,3, . . . , t, U,UEV’. 
Moreover, s+ wi precludes any production with r.h.s. uwl or w1 u, since strings in 
L, have length 2, w, can produce a string of length 2 and no u can produce the 
empty string. Thus wt could appear in no other context, so s-+wI may be deleted 
and w,-+ w2 replaced by s--+ w2. By induction, the conjectured chain may be 
reduced to s+uu. Thus, every U, u E V’ must produce strings of length exactly 1; i.e., 
productions with 1.h.s. XE I/‘-Z must be of the form x+u and moreover no chain 
of such productions should include a cycle. Henceforth, we confine our attention 
to grammars with productions so restricted. 
The grammar obtained by Bucher, Culik 11, Maurer [4] with 2r~+O(n”~) pro- 
ductions is highly ambiguous. In Section 3 we establish a lower-bound of the same 
order, namely, we show that 2n + r2ni” 1 productions are necessary for all n 16. 
To prove these results a graph-theoretic model will be used: this is described 
below. Graph theoretic terminology is from [2]. A blue-red digraph, or BR digraph, 
is a directed graph G with vertex-set V(G) and arcs coloured red or blue, having 
properties (PI)-(P3) below. We define a sink as a vertex of blue outdegree zero. 
(Pl) The blue subdigraph is acyclic. (Hence, the blue subdigraph defines a partial 
order I on V(G) with US u if and only if u = u or there is a directed path (of blue 
arcs) from u to u.) 
(P2) If a and b are distinct sinks in the blue subdigraph, then there are vertices 
x,y in V(G) such that (x,y) is a red arc and a<x and bsy. (We shall say that the 
red arc (x, y) c0ver.s the pair (a, b). 
(P3) If U, u and w are vertices such that u 1 w and u 2 w, then neither (u, u) nor 
(u,u) are red arcs. 
Let B(G) and R(G) denote the set of blue arcs and the set of red arcs respectively. 
The content of BR digraph G, denoted c(G), is the total number of arcs (blue and 
red) in G, i.e. c(G) = JB(G)( + IR(G)I . Let c(n) denote the minimum content c(G) 
over all BR digraphs G with n sinks. A BR digraph G with n sinks and c(G) = c(n) 
will be called an optimal BR digraph. 
We now establish a 1 : 1 correspondence between a grammar for L, and a BR 
digraph G with n sinks. 
V’ corresponds to V(G). 
S+UU corresponds to red arc (u, u). 
X-+U corresponds to blue arc (x, u). 
Z corresponds to the sinks of G. 
Absence of closed chains of productions of the form X+U corresponds to 
property (Pl). 
That every pair (a, b) of terminals a# b can be produced corresponds to 
property (P2). 
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That no pair (a, a) is produced corresponds to (P3). Now the total number of pro- 
ductions is equal to c(G) and therefore an optimal grammar corresponds to an 
optimal BR digraph. 
2. The unambiguous case 
A BR digraph which has property (P4) below shall be called unambiguous. 
(P4) The blue indegree of each vertex is at most one. 
Unambiguous BR digraphs correspond to unambiguous grammars for L,. An 
optimal unambiguous BR digraph is one of least content among all unambiguous 
digraphs with the same number of sinks. In this section we are able to completely 
classify all optimal unambiguous BR digraphs. The results imply that the grammars 
r, with 4n- 6 productions described in Section 1 are the optimal unambiguous 
grammars for L,. 
Prior to describing optimal unambiguous BR digraphs we require the following 
definition: A directed graph is a binary tree if its underlying graph is a rooted tree, 
all arcs are directed away from the root, and the outdegree of each node is either 
2 or 0. 
2.1. Theorem. If G is an unambiguous BR digraph with n sinks, then the content 
of G is at least 4n - 6. If the content of G is 4n - 6, then 
(a) The blue subdigraph of G consists of either 2 or 3 vertex-disjoint binary trees. 
(b) For each pair of blue arcs (x, a), (x, b) in G, there is a red arc (a, b). 
Proof. The theorem is trivial for n =2. Suppose that G is an unambiguous BR 
digraph with N sinks, with minimal content, and the Theorem holds for n<N. 
If G has no blue arcs, then every vertex is a sink and the red subdigraph must 
be a complete directed graph on N vertices. Hence the content of G is N(N- 1). But 
for N> 2, N(N- 1)24N- 6, and equality occurs only if N= 3. Thus for no blue 
arcs, the Theorem is satisfied. 
Suppose that G has at least one blue arc. Now the underlying graph of the blue 
subdigraph of G must be a forest (to produce pairs of sinks), and so there is a vertex 
x in G such that each member of 
D={t: tEV(G),t<x} 
is a sink. Form a digraph N from G by deleting D and all arcs incident with D. 
Denote JDl by d. Properties (Pl), (P2), (P3), (P4) can be checked for H, that is, 
H is an unambiguous BR digraph. Further, H has N-d+ 1 sinks. Since G has 
minimal content, d > 1, and so N- d + 1 <N. By induction, H has content at least 
4(N-d + 1) - 6. Now the blue indegree of each vertex in D is one. Hence from 
property (P2), for each pair (a, 6) of elements of D, there is a red arc (a, b). Thus 
the number of red arcs deleted to form H is at least d(d- 1). Further, d blue arcs 
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were deleted. Hence the content of G is at least 
4(N-d-t l)-6+d(d- l)+d=4N-6+(&2)*. 
Hence the content of G is at least 4N-6. 
If G has content 4N- 6, then d = 2 and so H has content 4(N- 1) - 6. Hence by 
induction H satisfies properties (a) and (b); it follows that G satisfies these 
properties. 0 
3. The general case 
In this section we prove the general ower-bound for the content of BR digraphs. 
3.1. Theorem. For every n 2 6, c(n) 2 2n + 2n”*. 
This can be restated in terms of grammars as follows. 
3.2. Corollary. A context free grammar for the language 
L,=(ab: lsa,brn,a#b}, nr6 
uses at least 2n + 2n”* productions. 
The proof of the theorem occupies the remainder of this paper. 
In the subsequent material, we often delete a sink x an all arcs incident with x 
from an optimal BR digraph G obtaining a subdigraph G’. Now every ordered pair 
of sinks of G’ is still covered by some red arc in G’ but G’ may fail to be an optimal 
BR digraph with one less sink because some vertices of G’ may now have blue 
outdegree one. If (u, u) is a blue arc and u has blue out-degree one, then delete the 
vetex U, but any blue arc that came into u now make incident with u. That is, if (w, U) 
is a blue arc in G’, then let (w, u) be a blue arc after deletion of U. Similarly, any 
red arcs incident with u are now made incident with u. The resulting BR digraph 
will be denoted G,. It is clear that c(G,) <c(G’). 
It is easy, though tedious, to verify that c(2) = 2, c(3) = 6, c(4) = 10, c(5) = 14 and 
c(6) = 18. Hence, c(n) = 4n - 6 for small values of n. 
3.3. Lemma. For n 2 3, c(n) 5 c(n - 1) + 4. 
Proof. Let G be an optimal BR digraph with n - 1 sinks and let x be a sink of G. 
Adjoin two vertices x’ and y’ and put in the blue arcs (x, x’) and (x, y’) and the red 
arcs (x’, y’) and (y’, x’). The resulting digraph G’ is a BR digraph with n sinks and 
c(G’)=4+c(G)=4+c(n- 1). 0 
3.4. Lemma. Let G be an optimal BR digraph with n> 3 sinks. Zf G has a sink 
whose blue indegree is not equal to two, then c(n) 2 c(n - 1) -t 3. 
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Proof. Suppose x is a sink whose blue indegree is zero. Let the other sinks be 
Yl, Y2, ..‘3 ya_,. In order for the pairs (x, JJ,) and (y,,x) to be covered, x must be 
incident with at least two red arcs. If x is incident with three or more red arcs, then 
c(G,) 5 c(n) - 3 and the result follows. If x is incident with exactly two red arcs, then 
one must come into x to cover pairs of the form (ui, x) and the other must go out 
from x. Let (u, x) be the incoming red arc. Then u Z_Yi must hold for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1 
and, of course, u itself cannot be a sink. Hence, in G,, the vertex u can no longer 
serve to help cover any pairs of sinks so that u and all arcs incident with it may be 
deleted from G, to obtain a BR digraph Gi with c(Gi) < c(G,) and Gi has n - 1 
sinks. Thus, c(Gi) 5 c(n) - 3. 
Now suppose x is a sink whose blue indegree is one and that (u,x) is a blue arc. 
The blue outdegree of u is at least two because G is optimal (recall the discussion 
about the possible non-optimality of G,). So let y be a sink with y fx and u my. 
Then to cover the pairs (x, y) and (y, x), there must be two red arcs incident with 
x. Hence, c(G,) 5 c(n) - 3. 
Finally, if x is a sink whose blue indegree is three or more, then G, certainly 
satisfies c(G,) 5 c(n) - 3. 0 
3.5. Lemma. For n 2 3, c(n)r2n. 
Proof. It is certainly true for n = 3 because c(3) = 6 as mentioned earlier. Let n 2 4 
and assume it holds for n - 1. If any sink of an optimal BR digraph has blue 
indegree not equal to two, then by Lemma 3.4, c(n) 2 c(n - 1) + 3 2 2n using induc- 
tion. On the other hand, if every sink has blue indegree equal to two, then c(n) L 2n 
easily follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As mentioned earlier, c(n) = 4n - 6 for n = 2,3,4,5 and 6. So 
n = 6 is the first n for which c(n) is larger than the desired bound. The first observa- 
tion worth noting is that 
(2n + 2n1’2) - (2(n - 1) + 2(n - 1)1’2) < 3. 
Thus, if we can find an optimal BR digraph G with n sinks having a sink x such 
that c(G,)Ic(G)- 3, then c(n) would satisfy the desired inequality given that 
c(n - 1) does. Hence, we proceed by induction on the number of sinks. Let n 2 7 and 
assume the result holds for n - 1. 
Let G be an optimal BR digraph having n sinks. If G has any sink whose blue 
indegree is not equal to two, then by Lemma 3.4 the result holds for n. Thus, we 
may assume that every sink of G has blue indegree two. 
Now if any sink x is incident with a red arc, then c(G,) I c(G) - 3 and the result 
again holds for n. So we may assume that G has no sink incident with a red arc. 
Now let G, denote the subdigraph we obtain by deleting all sinks of G and the 
2n blue arcs incident with them. First, suppose that 1 If( ~2n”~. Let 
A = {u E V(G,): blue indegree of u is non-zero} and B = V(G,) -A. Consider any 
u E B. Now u has blue indegree zero and suppose that (u, ul), (u, 02), . . . , (u, uk) are 
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the blue arcs in G going out from u. There must be a red arc incident with u or else 
it and all arcs incident with it could be deleted from G without affecting the covering 
of pairs of sinks. This would contradict the optimality of G. If u is incident with 
only one red arc, let (u, u) be such a red arc, for example. Then replace the k+ 1 
arcs (u, 0, ), (4 02), . . . , (u, ok), (u, u) by the k red arcs (ur, u), (u2, u), . . . ,(uk, u) and 
obtain a BR digraph with content one less than G. Again, this contradicts the 
optimality of G. Hence, we may assume every vertex in B is incident with at least 
two red arcs. Thus, 
c(G) = c(G,) + 2n 2 2n + 2n’“. 
The last case to consider is that ( V(G,) I< 2n1’2. Since there are 2n blue arcs from 
V(G,) to the sinks of G, some vertex u E V(G,) dominates at least n1’2 sinks. So let 
x1, x2, . . . , xk be the sinks dominated by u with kr n1j2. Notice that for any two 
sinks x, _Y in G, we cannot have vertices W, u in G such that (w, x), (w, y), (u, x) and 
(u, y) are the four blue arcs coming into x and y because this would force the red 
arcs (x, y) and (y, x) to be in G in order to cover the pairs (x, y) and (y, x). But we 
know there are no red arcs incident with any sinks of G. Hence, each xi must be 
dominated by a distinct vertex ui E G,. 
Each pair of sinks (xi, xj), Xi #Xj, must be covered by a red arc (a, 6) in G, so that 
the path from a to x; uses the arc (ui,Xi) and the path from b to Xj uses the arc 
(Uj,Xj). This is true because of condition (P3). In other words, if we let Gi be the 
subdigraph of G, consisting of the red arcs needed to cover all the pairs (x;,xi), 
Xi#xj, together with the blue arcs that lie on the paths used by the covering red 
arcs, then Cl is a BR digraph having at least n”2 sinks, namely, ur, u2, . . . , uk. Since 
nz7, kr3 and by Lemma 3.5, ~(G,‘)r2n”~ so that 
c(G) 2 2n + c(G,) z2n + c(G,‘) 2 2n + 2n”2. 0 
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